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Introduction
For our survival we depend on our ability to create and maintain a balanced internal 
environment, a process called homeostasis. Since we basically represent a (semi-) open 
system in relation to our external environment we require mechanisms to exchange 
nutrients and waste products. Therefore we have a dedicated circulatory system that 
allows the interaction of all the cells in our body with the external environment. The 
circulatory system connects to specialized organs that facilitate the exchange of nutrients 
and waste products. This can be illustrated by the uptake and transport of nutrients from 
the digestive tract. Other examples are the uptake of oxygen and release of carbon dioxide 
through the lungs and the excretion of excess nutrients and waste through the kidneys. 
All these organs work closely together to maintain a balanced internal environment. It is 
therefore not surprising that homeostatic imbalances lead to many forms of disease and 
can eventually be lethal. 

The circulatory system, a highly integrated system that maintains proper perfusion of the 
whole body, plays a central role in the maintenance of homeostasis. A basic circulatory 
system contains a pump, the circuitry and a carrier. In humans and other vertebrates, 
these are represented respectively by the heart, the vasculature and the blood. Since 
humans have a double circulatory system, blood flows from the systemic circulation to the 
heart, via its right atrium into the right chamber. From there it exits the heart to perfuse 
the lungs (the pulmonary circulation) and returns via the left atrium into the left chamber. 
The strong contractions of the left chamber drive the blood via the aorta into the systemic 
circulation.  
Whereas in a mechanical setting the pump, circuitry and carrier function independently 
from each other, in a living organism they interact and communicate with each other to 
provide every cell with its needs. A good example is the vascular response to exercise: 
blood vessels in the muscles dilate while blood vessels in the digestive tract constrict, 
thereby providing perfusion where and when it is needed (3-5). A similar example is the 
fast vaso-constrictive reflex upon a sudden decrease in blood pressure (3). Additionally, 
the long term regulation of the blood volume takes place through adjustments of fluid 
excretion by the kidneys (6). The circulatory system of a living organism is thus far more 
complex than its mechanical equivalent.

The continuously contracting heart respresents the driving force of blood flow through 
the vasculature. The heart regulates systemic perfusion through adjustment of cardiac 
output, which depends on stroke volume and heart rate. Peripheral perfusion can be 
stimulated through an increase in either stroke volume, heart rate or both. 
A main regulatory mechanism of cardiac output is neuronal stimulation by the sympathetic 
nervous system through release of the catecholamines adrenaline and noradrenaline. The 
sympathetic nervous system becomes active in times of stress and induces an increased 
heart rate, stroke volume and thus cardiac output (7).
The heart represents more than just a pump, a fact that is illustrated by its role as 
both a sensor and regulator of cardiac load. When cardiac load increases the atrial and 
ventricular cardiomyocytes release atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), a peptide that signals 
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to the kidneys to decrease the blood volume and thereby reduces the afterload (8). 
Besides ANF, the heart also secretes brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) which has a similar 
hypotensive function (9). By sensing and modifying hemodynamics, the heart performs a 
central role in maintaining proper circulation.

Heart Failure
The importance of balancing cardiac output with peripheral demand can be observed 
during prolonged states of imbalance. This imbalance results either from intrinsic 
dysfunction of the heart or from external factors (10-12). Intrinsic cardiac dysfunction 
directly affects the heart itself and can be caused by cardiomyocyte loss due to myocardial 
infarction, congenital malformations of the heart, genetic mutations in sarcomeric 
proteins, or dysfunction of the heart valves. External factors like hypertension can elevate 
the pressure gradient against which the heart has to work (afterload), therefore requiring 
greater cardiac force generation. All these factors have in common that they lead to 
maladaptive changes of the heart that eventually decrease its pumping capacity. When 
the pumping capacity drops below the threshold to maintain normal perfusion the heart 
goes into failure.
Heart failure is thus a disease state in which the heart is unable to maintain normal 
perfusion of the body. Since it often occurs due to left-sided cardiac dysfunction, where the 
left ventricle starts failing in the absence of right ventricular dysfunction, pressures rise 
in the lung circulation. This results in shortness of breath, fatigue, oedema and eventually 
coughing as a result of fluid accumulation in the lungs. The combined presence of several 
of these symptoms qualifies a patient for the diagnosis of heart failure. Alveolar fluid 
retention is usually the ultimate cause of death for the patient. Most often, heart failure is 
diagnosed relatively late in the disease progression when it becomes symptomatic. At this 
stage the disease cannot be cured and treatment focuses on the symptoms.

Hypertrophy
Given its central role in the circulatory system, a failing heart has severe consequences 
for the homeostasis of the body in general. It is therefore not surprising that the heart 
displays a well-developed capacity to adapt to changing conditions. Short term responses 
like sympathetic stimulation and ANF release have already been mentioned, but chronic 
cardiac or hemodynamic changes require a different kind of adaptation. The general 
response of any muscle towards a chronically increased workload is growth, also known 
as hypertrophy, and the heart forms no exception to this. Bigger muscles generate more 
contractile force and a larger heart muscle has a higher capacity to maintain cardiac 
output during increased workload (13).
Cardiac hypertrophy can be classified as either physiological (eccentric) or pathological 
(concentric) hypertrophy, or cardiac dilation. This distinction finds its origin in the 
gross morphological change of the heart and the subsequent effect on cardiac output 
(14). Eccentric hypertrophy results from exercise and the contractile units of the heart 
muscle cells, known as sarcomeres, are formed along both the length and width of the 
cardiomyocyte. Both heart chamber volume and wall thickness increase, thereby increasing 
cardiac output. In contrast, concentric hypertrophic growth shows increased ventricular 
wall thickness at the expense of chamber volume, mainly due to cardiomyocyte widening 
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through parallel sarcomere deposition. Although this response can maintain cardiac 
output, it does this at the expense of the stroke volume and therefore requires a higher 
heart rate. Cardiac dilation results predominantly from lengthening of cardiomyocytes 
and leads to increased chamber volume combined with ventricular wall thinning. During 
cardiac dilation, heart function strongly decreases as contractile efficiency becomes low 
(14).

Heart cells
At the cellular level, the heart consists of different cell types. The heart muscle cells, called 
cardiomyocytes, and cardiac fibroblasts make up most of the cardiac volume. Vascular 
endothelial, neuronal and immune cells are present in much lower numbers. Although the 
latter also play very important roles in proper cardiac function, for the scope of this thesis 
we mainly focus on the cardiomyocytes and cardiac fibroblasts.

Cardiomyocytes make up most of the volume of the heart and constitute the engine of 
cardiac contractility. Cardiomyocytes contain the contractile machinery, regulatory 
pathways and energy-generating mitochondria that sustain constant contractions. 
The basic contractile unit of a cardiomyocyte is the sarcomere, which consists of actin 
and myosin filaments. Besides sarcomeres, cardiomyocytes contain a high number of 
mitochondria for energy production, an extensive sarcoplasmatic reticulum to regulate 
calcium release, multiple nuclei with DNA to store genetic information, the transcriptional 
and ribosomal machinery to translate this information into functional protein and many 
other organelles.
Cardiomyocyte contractility results from a process known as excitation-contraction 
coupling. Cyclic increases and decreases in intracellular calcium (Ca2+) levels induce 
the sarcomeric filaments to co-ordinately slide past each other, thereby contracting. 
Specifically, excitation-contraction coupling is initiated by extracellular Ca2+ slowly 
entering the cardiomyocyte via L-type calcium channels on the outer cell membrane, 
the sarcolemma. This initial rise in intracellular Ca2+ induces a fast release of Ca2+ that is 
stored in the sarcoplasmatic reticulum through the ryanodine receptors (15). The rising 
intracellular Ca2+ levels induce the contractile filaments of the sarcomere to contract. 
Finally the Ca2+ is pumped back again into the sarcoplasmatic reticulum by the SERCA 
pump so the contractile cycle can start over again (16).

Although cardiomyocytes make up most of the cardiac volume, it is the cardiac fibroblast 
which represents the most abundant cell type in the heart. Compared to cardiomyocytes 
they remain less well characterized but they do play an important role in cardiac disease. 
Furthermore, despite lacking a contractile machinery fibroblasts perform a specific role 
in cardiac (patho)physiology, such as the maintenance of the extracellular matrix. Most 
importantly with regards to cardiac dysfunction, the matrix secreting properties of cardiac 
fibroblasts place them centrally in the fibrotic response where collagens and other matrix 
proteins are deposited in the extracellular space. Fibrosis thus decreases tissue elasticity 
and as a consequence impairs cardiac contractility (17).
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Cellular phenotype and hypertrophic signalling
To understand how cells process the information they receive from the extracellular 
environment it is essential to take a closer look at their internal function. Every cell contains 
essentially the same genetic material and differences between cell types originate from 
the regulation of gene expression and protein activity. In its most basic simplification, 
genetic information is stored in the DNA of a cell and translated via RNA into protein, 
the functional actor that regulates cellular processes. Normal growth and development 
is an intricate process in which the environment interacts with the translation of genetic 
information into a cellular phenotype (i.e. the form and function of a cell). The phenotype 
of a cell is regulated by many intracellular signalling pathways and results from the 
transcriptional and regulatory interaction of thousands of genes and proteins. Any change 
in the cellular environment induces shifts in this regulatory balance, causing the cells to 
adapt to the altered conditions. If the environmental changes are such that they induce 
abnormal cellular function, the adaptation can lead to disease. 

Changes in the extracellular environment as a consequence of increased cardiac load can 
induce cardiac hypertrophy, which results from either proliferation (neoplasy), growth of 
existing cells (hypertrophy) or a combination of both. Generally, most cardiac growth is 
due to cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. Specifically, the gross changes of the hypertrophied 
heart result from cardiomyocytes increasing proportionally in length and width (eccentric 
hypertrophy), mainly widening (concentric hypertrophy), or predominantly increasing 
in length (cardiac dilation) (14). Recent studies found however evidence for a small 
contribution of cardiomyocyte proliferation to cardiac hypertrophy (18, 19). In contrast to 
cardiomyocytes, cardiac fibroblasts proliferate abundantly, but their volumetric increase 
does not significantly contribute to heart size nor does it improve cardiac contractility. It 
is thus the hypertrophic growth of cardiomyocytes that causes most of the compensatory 
growth of the heart muscle.

Insights in the molecular mechanisms underlying cardiomyocyte hypertrophy might 
provide the key to better treatment and prevention of heart disease. By now, several 
intracellular signalling cascades that regulate the hypertrophic response have been 
identified. These signalling cascades respond to cues from the extracellular environment, 
like changes in the levels of catecholamines and other hormones (i.e. adrenaline, 
angiotensin II, endothelin, transforming growth factor-β), small molecules (extracellular 
Ca2+-levels), and cellular stretch (11, 14, 20).
Changes in these factors are monitored by specific receptors, mainly receptor tyrosine 
kinases (RTKs) and G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), which transmit information 
about the changing environment to the interior of the cells (depicted in Figure 1) (14, 21). 
The receptors interact either directly or indirectly with intracellular signalling cascades, 
thereby regulating their activity. The main signalling cascades involved in cardiomyocyte 
hypertrophy revolve around protein kinase B (Akt/PKB), protein kinase A (PKA), protein 
kinase C (PKC), protein kinase D (PKD), and mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPK) (14, 
21). All these signalling cascades converge on a limited set of transcriptional regulators 
including transcription factors (NFAT, GATA4, MEF2, SRF and AP-1) (14, 22), signalling 
mediators (Ca2+, calcineurin, CamK) (14, 23-25) and chromatin regulators (HDACs) (14, 
23, 26). These factors ultimately determine the expression levels and the activity of 
regulatory and structural proteins, thereby governing hypertrophic growth (Figure 1).
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Two main hypertrophic pathways implicated in physiologic hypertrophy are initiated 
by the binding of extracellular growth factors like insulin-like growth factor (IGF) or 
fibroblast growth factor (FGF) to receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs). The binding results 
in the downstream activation of two separate signaling pathways: MAPK-signaling 
and Akt/PKB signalling. The MAPK pathway activates extracellular signal-regulated 
kinases (ERKs), p38, and c-Jun N terminal kinase (JNK) that in turn affect the activity 
of downstream transcriptional activators (14). Akt/PKB signalling induces hypertrophic 
growth by activation of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), a key regulator of 
protein synthesis. In addition, Akt/PKB inhibits the activity of glycogen synthase kinase 
3-beta (GSK3b), a negative regulator of transcription factor GATA4 and NFAT activity (14).
Intracellular Ca2+ is crucial to maintain cardiomyocyte contractions via excitation-
contraction coupling, but it also affects hypertrophic signaling. Ca2+ plays a key role in 
the activation of one of the most intensely investigated hypertrophic signalling cascades: 
calcineurin-NFAT signaling (14, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28). Calcineurin has been identified as a 
Ca2+-activated phosphatase that regulates the entry of the transcription factor NFAT into 
the nucleus of the cell. Upon increased intracellular Ca2+-levels NFAT is dephosphorylated 
by calcineurin, enters the nucleus and activates transcription of the hypertrophic gene 
program, thereby inducing cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. Several other factors play a role 
in regulating the activity of the calcineurin-NFAT signaling cascade. For example, JNK has 
been identified as a negative regulator of NFAT activity, as it phosphorylates NFAT and 

Figure 1: Hypertrophic signalling pathways of the cardiomyocyte. Extracellular signals are transduced to the 
nucleus where they converge on a limited set of transcriptional regulators that regulate RNA transcription and 
thereby protein synthesis. On the left are pathways that have been implicated in adaptive hypertrophy while on 
the right are signalling pathways involved in mal-adaptive hypertrophy.
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thereby promotes its export from the nucleus (29, 30). In the same signalling pathway 
Cdc42 was identified as an activator of JNK, and its deletion resulted in increased NFAT 
activity (30).
Another signalling pathway, depicted in Figure 1, directly regulates intracellular Ca2+ 
levels, thereby indirectly activating calcineurin-NFAT signalling. The pathway is induced 
by the binding of catecholamines, angiotensin II or endothelin I to G-protein coupled cell 
surface receptors (14, 21). This binding results in the activation of small G-proteins that 
either activate adenylyl cyclase and protein kinase A (PKA) or phospholipase C (PLC). 
Activated PKA induces Ca2+-release from the sarcoplasmatic reticulum via the ryanodine 
receptors. This intracellular Ca2+ in turn activates calcineurin (25). PLC generates the 
second messengers inositol triphosphate and diacylglycerol. Inositol triphosphate 
induces a further release of intracellular Ca2+, while diacylglycerol activates protein 
kinase C, another mediator of the hypertrophic response (14). All these pathways have in 
common that they ultimately regulate the activity of transcription factors that induce the 
hypertrophic response.
In addition to the regulation of transcription factor activity, the accessibility of DNA to 
transcription factors can be affected by the conformation of chromatin, the packaged 
form of DNA (14, 26). Chromatin modulation affects the proteins that package DNA into 
a manageable volume. One of the main factors determining DNA accessibility is histone 
acetylation. When histones are acetylated, the DNA has an open conformation and 
transcription factors can bind to the genes. Upon deacetylation, chromatin condenses 
and becomes inaccessible. The acetylation state of histones is regulated by histone 
acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone deactylases (HDACs). A subclass of HDACs (HDACs 
type II) was found to regulate the hypertrophic response as mutant mice with inactive 
HDACs developed cardiac hypertrophy (26). The activity of HDACs also depends on 
intracellular Ca2+-levels, as their activity is regulated by the Ca2+-dependent proteins 
calmodulin and Calmodulin-dependent kinase (CamK) (23).

This description of the molecular signaling involved in cardiomyocyte hypertrophy is 
however far from complete and a gross simplification. Novel mechanisms of transcriptional 
and translational regulation have been discovered recently and add to the complexity of 
hypertrophic growth regulation. The traditional idea that genetic information simply 
flows from DNA, via RNA to protein has also been updated after the discovery of miRNAs. 
This has opened many new possibilities for the identification of therapeutic targets 
that might allow intervention with the hypertrophic response in order to improve the 
prognosis of heart failure.

Regulation of gene expression by microRNAs
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) represent one of the recent additions to the regulatory layers 
involved in cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. MiRNAs have been discovered in 1993 (33), but 
it has only been during the last 15 years that their full regulatory potential is appreciated.  
The unique property of miRNAs is that they control the translation of mRNA into protein 
(33, 34). A miRNA is a short ~22 nucleotide RNA sequence that is transcribed from 
nuclear DNA as a pri-miRNA (Figure 2). In the nucleus this primary transcript is processed 
by Drosha to a pre-miRNA which is exported into the cytoplasm. Subsequently, upon 
cleavage by Dicer, the ~22 nucleotide mature miRNA is incorporated in the RNA-induced 
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silencing (RISC) complex. Based on the sequence of the specific miRNA, the RISC-complex 
can bind to the 3’-untranslated region (UTR) of mRNA transcripts via complementary 
base-pairing. Upon binding, the mRNA transcript is either cleaved and degraded, or its 
translation into protein is inhibited (Figure 2). MicroRNAs thereby act in the fine-tuning 
the amount of protein that is produced.
Several groups have identified miRNAs involved in cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure. 
Most of the current knowledge, especially with regards to their therapeutic potential for 

Figure 2: Biogenesis and mechanism of action of miRNAs. MiRNAs are encoded by nuclear DNA and transcribed 
as pri-miRNAs. These long transcripts with a 5’-cap and poly-A tail are processed by Drosha into pre-miRNAs 
that are exported from the nucleus into the cytoplasm. In the cytoplasm they are cut by Dicer into a ~22bp long 
duplex that contains the mature miRNA. This miRNA is subsequently incorporated in the RISC complex, which 
silences mRNA translation via degradation of the mRNA transcript or through translational inhibition.
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cardiac fibrosis, will be reviewed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. In relation to heart failure, 
miRNA-22 has been shown to induce hypertrophy via its down-regulation of the histone 
deacetylase HDAC4 and the metabolic regulator Sirt1 (35). In vivo down-regulation 
of miRNA-133 in mice by either decoy sequences or anti-miRNAs resulted in cardiac 
hypertrophy, while in vitro over-expression inhibited cardiomyocyte hypertrophy (36). 
In the same study miRNA-1 was identified as a potential regulator of cardiac hypertrophy 
and others have subsequently found that over-expression of miRNA-1 decreases pressure-
overload-induced hypertrophy in mice in vivo (37). These studies clearly illustrate the 
potential of miRNAs to regulate cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and several studies have 
already started to investigate the therapeutic possibilities of miRNA based treatments 
(38-40).

Treatment of heart failure
This brings us back to where it all started: basic research holds the promise to improve 
disease treatment and preventive care. Although we have witnessed a steady decrease in 
the mortality by cardiovascular diseases, the prevalence of heart failure is rising (1, 2). 
Current treatments mainly target the symptoms of heart failure instead of the underlying 
causes. ACE-inhibitors for instance decrease the circulating levels of angiotensin-
II, a hormone that induces vascular constriction. This results in a decreased blood 
pressure and thus a decrease in cardiac load. In addition, angiotensin-II by itself induces 
cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, so its inhibition might also be beneficial in this respect. 
Similar to ACE-inhibitors are the angiotensin receptor blockers that inhibit the effects of 
angiotensin-II. Likewise, other treatments based on diuretics focus on decreasing cardiac 
load by decreasing the blood pressure. All these therapies are usually supplemented with 
the use of beta-blockers like carvedilol or metoprolol. These inhibitors of β1-adrenergic 
signalling decrease the heart rate, thereby improving cardiac function. Beta-blockers 
also affect blood pressure as they inhibit the secretion of renin, a crucial regulator of 
angiotensin conversion, from the kidneys (41, 42). There is however still an increasing 
need for the proper treatment of heart failure. 

Scope of this thesis
Since the advent of modern molecular biology in the 1970s a lot of insights have been 
gained in the inner workings of the cell. A deeper understanding of the molecular biology 
of heart failure might provide new therapeutic approaches to treat heart failure.
In this thesis we set out to identify novel regulators of cardiac hypertrophy. The thesis 
can broadly be divided in two parts. Part 1 (Chapters 1 and 2) focuses on in vitro studies 
of cardiomyocyte hypertrophy while part 2 (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) takes a closer look at 
the role of miRNAs in cardiac dysfunction. In Chapter 1 we describe the use of cultured 
neonatal rat cardiomyocytes as a tool to study cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. In Chapter 2 
we use this model system to perform a large-scale siRNA screen for the identification of 
novel regulators of the hypertrophic response. Chapter 3 reviews the therapeutic potential 
of miRNA-based interventions in cardiac fibrosis. Chapter 4 describes our findings with 
regard to in vivo miRNA-30c downregulation in mice, while Chapter 5 gives an overview 
of our in vivo findings for cardiac miRNA-30c over-expression. In the general discussion 
we place our findings in a broader perspective.
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